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Meals Now wasnt a normal company. Larry didnt always manage well under pressure, and Cynthia had made clear to Carlos that Larry could provide the most critical perspective on the project. Carlos had high hopes for the conference and didnt want to make a mistake. They might not be counting on it, but Carlos still
needed to reach Larry to get his input. Carlos opened his door and stared at the spreadsheet on his desk. Without Larrys help, the redesign wouldnt meet the companywide deadline. Carlos would be held accountable. Get off your butt and finish those reports or youll be doing them in a week anyway. Larry had always

lived up to Carlos expectations, but lately Carlos wondered if his colleague was going through some tough times. Perhaps, Carlos thought, he should try texting Larry to see how he is. Didnt even know how to phrase things right. Carlos needed to study a little more before sending another text. It was really too bad
Larry didnt have any cousins or friends here. A mentor or at least a good sounding board would have been very helpful to both of them. One more call, one more call, Carlos told himself. His mind was spinning with contradictions. Carlos trusted Larry to handle things, and yet every text and telephone conversation
Carlos had with him seemed like another leap toward failure. Carlo had determined that the problem was Larrys unhappiness. Why else would he be absent from such a crucial meeting? But how would he broach this sensitive topic? Perhaps, Carlos thought, he should call his colleague again. His right hand inched

toward the door. He had never considered dialing Larrys cell phone number in the past. People usually didnt pick up their phones in a meeting, and Carlos was pretty sure that Larrys work voicemail would take several messages.
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but if he does, the project will be in jeopardy. as much as he wanted to, carlos couldnt fire larrys. he was the best designer at meals now. he had been toasts, had drinks, and dinners with all the clients, and they all loved him. carlos opened his desk drawer and removed a small, brown envelope. inside were five
crumpled fifty-dollar bills. he took out a ten and counted the change in his hand, $43.55. carlos had worked for meals now for the last two years, and he enjoyed his job. he had only recently developed a fondness for his desk, which he had moved to the window overlooking the river. but things were justnt the same as
they had been in that old cubicle at his previous job. that one was spacious and filled with plants. this one was small and cold, dominated by a small, gray steel desk, and it was haunted by a row of the companies famous, hideous light bulbs. carlos knew he shouldnt be smoking, but he wasnt too worried about the pot.

it wasnt the first time he had been doped up for the day. he had been working on this project for several months now, and he figured that meals now owed him a few days off. they had offered him a lot of money to come to work for them. the offer had first come to him through his brother, luis, who worked at the
company. luis worked in the marketing department, and his job wasnt as exciting as carlos would have liked. in fact, he was a little worried about his brother. he had recently lost a close friend, and the company had been pressuring him to speed up his work on a new product. he was struggling with the pressure, and

carlos worried that he wasnt happy at meals now. he had decided to ask larry to talk to the ceo, because carlos didnt want to lose his brother over this. 5ec8ef588b
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